
DUET . 13 MIN

UN R DE RIEN
Two bodies inhabit a space in an 
encounter centred on the theme of 
nonchalance and the pleasure of 
simply being. Like butterflies, Catherine 
Dreyfus and Stéphane Imbert twirl 
around in a continuous ballet in a 
discovery of each other. With a focus 
on the musicality of the body, restraint 
gives way to moments of piercing 
intensity. A incitement to dance that 
is constructed under the spectator’s 
gaze with elegance and reserve.

DUET . 15 MIN

UN R DE RIME
A dance that hums with the suggestion 
of connection, inviting us on a journey 
like a musical score that is fi lled with 
nuances and surprising twists and 
turns. Taking the place of musical 
notes, the performers’ bodies sing 
the story of their encounter… 
One is incisive and frisky, the other 
moves with fluid and suspended gestures 
as they sketch out a mischievous, 
effervescent dance rich with echoes 
and ricochets. Capturing a moment 
in life that resonates with us, these 
two engaging beings transport us 
into their own story.

TRIO . 12 MIN

UN R DE RUSE Three men try to invent and choreograph 
a dance piece together a diffi cult task 
when they seem to have nothing in 
common… They adapt their steps to 
each other, surprise each other, playing 
with and playing off their partners with 
humour and friendliness. An encounter 
presented in all its simplicity, without 
artifi ce: three human beings stir our 
emotions and intrigue us with their 
doubts, their failings and their insight.

QUINTET . 20 MIN

UN R DE RUE 
With a pared-down gestural language 
a n d  f o r m a l  d e t e r m i n a t i o n ,  t h e 
performers lead us into a quintet that 
envelops us, a circle that expresses 
the joy of living and the pleasure of 
dancing together. Bodies expand, 
become weightless, cross paths and 
link together to form a constantly 
changing silhouette. The dancers 
investigate the constraints of a 
choreographic composition for five 
performers, inventing a light and 
fluid dance in an exploration of their 
partners and a search for harmony.
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C H O R E O G R A P H Y   C a t h e r i n e   D r e y f u s

This work is composed of four short segments :
two duets, a trio and a quintet.
These pieces can be performed individually or 
combined as a continuous sequence.

Total duration of the performance : 1 hour

This choreographic 
journey is an entity 
of variable geometry that 
slides its way into any place 
that is offered to it : a street corner, 
a park, the edge of a pathway… 
It allows the body to speak through 
movement, leading us into a «story» 
that is invented in front of our eyes
in a mix of poetry and discretion. 
The fi ve performers enthusiastically 
invite us to experience the pleasure 
of dance, with their steps guided by a 
spirit of lightness, generosity and irony.

This choreographic series was created
with the idea of inhabiting eclectic 
public spaces. Its creation was
motivated by a desire to take dance
out of its traditional framework 
and reach out to all audiences, 
and thus inviting them to 
look at dance in an
open way.
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                    P R ESS
« The body becomes like a musical note.
The process is conceived as an encounter 
between different personalities who echo 
and counter-balance each other, seek 
each other out, have fun : elongated forms, 
buzzing with energy, subtle strength, 
lightness, dancers singing their dance.»
L’Alsace - April 13 

« I see in the world created by Catherine Dreyfus 
a form of gestural lyricism in the style of Jacques 
Demy. I see in it the airy lightness of The Young 
Girls of Rochefort. […] Subtle and light, fresh and 
alive, this excursion inhabits the cityscape and 
offers us fragments of dance. »
Frédéric Rémy - Artistic director 
festival « Scènes de rue » Mulhouse (France)


